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ABSTRACT

There has been a recent upsurge in interest in quantifying kinematic, dynamic, and energetic properties of

wave breaking in the open ocean, especially in severe sea states. The underpinning observational and mod-

eling framework is provided by the seminal paper of O. M. Phillips. In this note, a fundamental issue con-

tributing to the scatter in results between investigators is highlighted. This issue relates to the choice of the

independent variable used in the expression for the spectral density of themean breaking crest length per unit

area. This note investigates the consequences of the different choices of independent variable presently used

by various investigators for validating Phillips model predictions for the spectral density of the breaking crest

length per unit area and the associated spectral breaking strength coefficient. These spectral measures have

a central role in inferring the associated turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate and the momentum flux to

the upper ocean from breaking wave observations.

1. Background

The capability of imaging breaking waves from air-

borne (Kleiss and Melville 2010) and stable platforms

(Gemmrich et al. 2008; Gemmrich et al. 2013; Sutherland

andMelville 2013; Thomson et al. 2009; Zappa et al. 2012)

provides exciting prospects for remotely sensing a number

of key air–sea interaction processes in the open ocean.

These include momentum exchange associated with

airflow separation (Mueller andVeron 2009a; Reul et al.

2008; Veron et al. 2007), sea spray generation (de Leeuw

et al. 2011; Mueller and Veron 2009b), enhanced gas

exchange (Asher and Wanninkhof 1998a,b; Keeling

1993; Merlivat and M�emery 1983; Woolf 1993, 2005),

satellite microwave remote sensing (Anguelova and

Webster 2006; Hwang 2012; Hwang et al. 2008; Reul and

Chapron 2003), and near-surface and upper-ocean op-

tical variability (Dickey et al. 2011, 2012), among others.

There is also a pressing need to include accurate wave-

breaking predictions in routine sea state forecasts, which

would benefit maritime safety and operations. Realiz-

ing this goal depends on optimally transforming infor-

mation from observed sea surface signatures of breaking

waves into spectral wave-breaking momentum flux and

dissipation rate source terms.

Historically, Phillips (1985, hereafter P85) proposed

a framework, amenable to both measurement and mod-

eling, for quantifying breaking wave properties spec-

trally. He noted the following: ‘‘There is clearly some

association of the breaking events with waves of different

scales, but it is difficult to make the association in an
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unambiguous way if we consider only the surface con-

figuration at one given instant. A breaking crest may in-

deed be a local maximum in the instantaneous surface

configuration but there is no guarantee that a local

wavelength of the breaking wave can be defined clearly.

It seems more satisfactory to use the velocity c of the

breaking front as a measure of the scale of the breaking,

since this is a well-defined quantity that might (concep-

tually at any rate) be measured from cin�e images of the

sea surface’’ (P85, p. 526).

Phillips introduced the concept of the spectral density

of breaking crest length per unit area of sea surface. He

proposed (P85, p. 527) to ‘‘identify the scales of waves

that are breaking by the speeds with which their fronts

advance. For the larger-scale breaking events, i.e., those

whose phase speeds c . (2ps)C, where C is the phase

speed of the dominant wave’’ and s is the significant

slope (Huang et al. 1981), ‘‘the associated wavenumber

is simply k 5 g/c2’’ (P85, p. 527). Here, g is the accel-

eration due to gravity. He also noted that the speed of

advance of smaller-breaking events is influenced strongly

by long-wave advection, which introduces a substantial

complication in the transformation and chose to con-

centrate on the ‘‘larger-scale breaking events.’’ Phillips

then proceeded to define the spectral distribution L(c)
such that L(c)dc is the average total length per unit sea

surface area of breaking fronts that have velocities in the

range from c to c 1 dc.

This formulation of the L(c) distribution provides

a valuable scale-dependent measure of wave-breaking

kinematics and is a potentially very useful diagnostic for

understanding andmonitoring air–sea interaction. It can

be measured remotely using visible (e.g., Kleiss and

Melville 2010; Gemmrich et al. 2013; among several

others) or infrared (e.g., Sutherland and Melville 2013)

imaging from towers or aircraft. In particular, if the

knowledge from this growing database of field and lab-

oratory wave-breaking observations can be incorpo-

rated robustly into spectral wave forecast models, this

database will provide an important tool for both refining

and validating model forecasts of air–sea interfacial

quantities, including breaking wave energy dissipation

rates, momentum fluxes to the currents, and air–sea

fluxes of gases and aerosols.

2. Key aspects of the Phillips L(c) framework

According to our understanding, underpinning the

P85 breaking wave framework are the assumptions that

(i) the velocity of a breaking front is equal to the phase

velocity c of the underlying gravity wave that is break-

ing; and (ii) the deep-water dispersion formula relates

the observed breaker-front velocity to the underlying

wavenumber k of the breaking wave. This implies that

Doppler-shifting effects should be taken into account in

transforming between the c and k domains. Published

studies (e.g., Kleiss and Melville 2010; Gemmrich et al.

2013) indicate that Doppler correction produces only

modest changes to L(c) spectra. We also note that the

linear deep-water gravity wave dispersion relation un-

derpins (6.3) of P85 to establish the spectral form of the

dissipation rate distribution:

«(c)dc5 b(c)g21c5L(c)dc , (1)

which is associated with wave breaking, expressed in

terms of the breaking wave phase velocity c. Here, the

coefficient b is the scale-dependent breaking strength.

To focus attention on the key issue of the most appro-

priate independent variable, we define cb as the ‘‘char-

acteristic’’ velocity of the breaker front (a turbulent

layer flow) to distinguish it from the phase velocity c of

the underlying gravity wave that is breaking.

As explained in P85, underpinning (1) is the assumed

scaling of the breaker layer cross-sectional area on the

wavelength of the breaking wave. This provides a c4

contribution through the deep-water gravity wave dis-

persion relation, under the assumption that the velocity

of a given whitecap (i.e., cb) scales with the phase ve-

locity (i.e., c) of the underlying breaking wave. The re-

maining c1 dependence arises from the rate of working

of the whitecap mass per unit width that is assumed to

proceed at velocity c. Thus, the key relationship (1) from

P85 depends heavily on invoking the linear gravity wave

dispersion relation.

Under assumptions (i) and (ii), linking (1) to his

proposed equilibrium range for the spectral wave-

breaking dissipation rate in P85, Phillips deduced L(k)
or its equivalent form L(c) [(6.7) in P85]. The direc-

tionally integrated form of L(c), within the equilibrium

subrange is

L(c)5 xb21u3*c
26 , (2)

where x is a proportionality constant and u* is the wind

friction velocity. P85 does not specify bounds for the

equilibrium range, but Kleiss and Melville (2010) in-

dicate that after converting from the wavenumber to

phase speed, the equilibrium range occurs for u* , c ,
0.7cp, where cp is the speed of the spectral peak waves.

To date, measurements of L(c) have not provided defi-

nite support for (2), because within datasets, departures

from (2) have been reported, primarily in terms of the

magnitude of the power-law exponent of c in the equi-

librium range and the location of the latter within the

measuredL(c) spectrum. Less attention has been directed
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at the exponent of the wind friction velocity. Overall,

between datasets, significant differences are apparent in

the reported L(c) distributions. In an effort to better un-

derstand and hopefully reduce this scatter, we revisit the

impact of a key aspect of different processing strategies,

namely, the composition of L(c) from breaker video im-

age analyses.

Our primary focus here is on the issue of consistency

with requirements (i) and (ii) above in validating the P85

breaking framework. This is achievable in principle by

defining c as the representative initial cb. Aside from

conforming to the proposed P85 framework in order to

conduct a self-consistent validation of its predictions,

there is no uniqueness implied for this choice of c. Other

plausible choices of assigning c to breaking wave data

are available, as discussed below.

3. Current interpretations of the Phillips L(cb)
framework

From the above discussion, it appears clear that P85

chose the fixed, initial breaker-front reference velocity

cb to characterize the scale of each breaking event and to

assume the role of the independent variable in his spectral

breaking framework. Using cb as the basis for processing

the breaking image data is referred to hereafter as the

initial velocitymethod (IVM). It underlies theL(c) results
reported by Gemmrich et al. (2008, 2013).

Alternative strategies that have been implemented for

composing L(c) account explicitly for the appreciable

change in speed of a whitecap after its initiation. In

hindsight, this has actually been the preferred practice in

previous studies concerned with validating and refining

the P85 framework. Statistically, the mean speed of the

breaking fronts of a whitecap has been observed to de-

crease to about half its initial mean speed during its

lifetime (e.g., Kleiss and Melville 2011), with associated

changes in its crest width and swept area. We note that

this slowdown in the breaking front speed is not referred

to in the P85 prescription of kinematic variables. Other

investigators (e.g., Melville and Matusov 2002; Kleiss

and Melville 2010; Jessup and Phadnis 2005; Thomson

and Jessup 2009) have considered that this aspect of the

P85 framework may be too restrictive and that using

a time-dependent breaking front velocity cb may pro-

vide a more fundamental scientific perspective on this

problem.

Thus, several variants have developed for ascribing

a velocity characterization to breaking fronts. These as-

sign a different cb value at each time step for each in-

dividual breaker crest length determination (Kleiss and

Melville 2010, 2011). Under this prescription, within any

specific cb bin of the breaking crest length distribution,

there are contributions from short breakers at early stages

of their breaking together with contributions from older,

longer breakers that have decelerated appreciably. This

class of method will be referred to hereafter as the vari-

able velocity method (VVM). However, it should be

noted that while this approach utilizes more kinematic

breaking front information during active breaking, it still

does not capture all the details needed to quantify the

dissipation rate. The local thickness, downslope extent,

and velocity of the breakermass relative to the underlying

wave orbital motion are missing. These quantities still

need to be included as a modified breaking strength co-

efficient b0. However, this method involves the explicit

loss of information about the scale of the individual waves

that are breaking, and hence the b0 is intrinsically multi-

scale. Upon further inspection, it is composed of a range

of older, larger breakers in their latter, weaker stage, with

younger, more vigorous smaller-scale breakers. This would

seem to dilute the concept of a breaking strength. The

allied shortcoming of the VVM methodology is that it

obscures the transformation from c to k space, as the

speed of the slowing breaker front (a turbulent shear

layer, not a wave field) has no established connection to

the wavenumber domain through the deep-water wave

dispersion relation. Yet the dispersion relation is rou-

tinely invoked in spectral wave forecasting applications

when attempting to integrate wave-breaking observa-

tional data made in cb space into the radiative transfer

equation, which operates in k space (Banner andMorison

2010; Romero et al. 2012). For both methodologies (IVM

and VVM), the dispersion relation is used to transform

L(cb) data for input to the wave model. Its use for VVM-

derived data raises significant concerns.

Another method, based on Fourier domain analysis, is

performed in the spectral domain, with a marked gain in

processing time (Thomson and Jessup 2009; Thomson

et al. 2009). For each speed bin, it is believed to calculate

a mean breaker length at the mean speed of the breaker

during its evolution history. Similar to the VVM, it ap-

pears that the Fourier spectralmethod also reshapesL(cb)
relative to the IVM result, decreasing the spectral levels

for large c and boosting the spectral level for small c. Thus,

there will be an overall shift in c toward shorter scales. To

present the results from the Fourier method according to

the P85 framework, a significant effort is needed to re-

cover the initial breaker velocities from the mean breaker

velocities. There are also issues of broadened spectral

bandwidth due to this processing methodology that need

to be resolved to ensure that higher-order moments con-

verge when integrated. Efforts in this direction have been

made in appendix A of Schwendeman et al. (2014).

While these alternate definitions of cb provide plau-

sible prescriptions for a breaking crest spectral density
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distribution L(cb), they can be shown to produce mea-

surably different results from using the initial cb pre-

scription proposed by P85. In their detailed methodology

paper, Kleiss and Melville (2011) point out that the IVM

and VVM methods can produce significant differences

(which they refer to as bias) by a factor ofO(175%) in the

first moment and O(300%) in the fifth moment of L(c).
This includes a small (30%) overestimate ofmean spectral

levels of L(cb) in Gemmrich et al. (2008) from using Lmax

rather thanLmean for the length of each whitecap event in

their IVM processing that has since been rectified (Zappa

et al. 2012). From our perspective, it is the VVM meth-

odology that delivers a strong bias away from the P85

framework, which compromises the assessment of its

validation.

This note is aimed at drawing attention to this issue.

However, we emphasize that there is no implication

here that P85 is correct nor that alternative definitions

for cb should not be pursued, we simply argue here that

the latter specifications depart measurably from the P85

breaking framework and therefore do not provide

a consistent basis for validating its predictions. Potential

differences associated with implementing various break-

ing wave image processing methodologies have already

been previously discussed [e.g., Fig. 9 inKleiss andMelville

(2011); Schwendeman et al. 2014]. Here, we provide an

additional assessment that quantifies typical differences

implicit in these alternative c prescriptions based on

using the ellipse method (Gemmrich et al. 2008).We use

this to revisit the issue of obtaining an unbiased valida-

tion of the P85 breaking wave framework.

4. Present study interpretation of the Phillips L(cb)
framework

Our purpose in this note is to quantify likely differ-

ences for L(c) distributions measured using fixed initial

breaker-front velocities (e.g., Gemmrich et al. 2008;

Gemmrich et al. 2013) compared with incorporating the

breaker-front slowdown explicitly (e.g., Melville and

Matusov 2002; Kleiss and Melville 2010). We open our

discussion on the choice of independent variable in re-

lation to recent advances in our knowledge of wave

breaking.

a. Breaker-front speed

To measure L(c) according to initial breaking front

speed, a significant challenge is to accurately determine

a representative initial velocity for each tracked breaker,

for which our methodology is described below. There is

a further nontrivial complication that was not known

when the P85 framework appeared: observed values of the

initial breaker speed appear to be measurably [O(20%)]

lower than the linear phase speed of the underlying

breaking wave [e.g., (Rapp and Melville 1990)]. The

factor a that links the initial whitecap speed to the phase

speed of the underlying wave is not yet known precisely

(Banner et al. 2014), but its magnitude is important for

consistency in rescaling measuredL(cb) toL(c) and also

when transforming L(cb) to recover L(k), given the

quadratic dependence of c on k in the dispersion re-

lation. However, our present imprecise knowledge of a

does not impact on the results presented here, as we are

concerned primarily with contrasting the methodologies

used to determine L(cb).

b. Spectral changes resulting from breaking

During the past 2–3 decades, there has also been an

ongoing effort to extend the basic understanding of

wave breaking in the physical and spectral domains. The

recent review article of Perlin et al. (2013) presents

a focused account of these advances. Of particular in-

terest is how to extrapolate spectral signatures of break-

ing laboratory waves in 2D focused, nonlinear wave

packets (Meza et al. 2000; Rapp and Melville 1990; Tian

et al. 2011) to natural wind waves in the field. The labo-

ratory measurements suggest that breaking is not local-

ized in the spectral sense and thus cannot be linked to

a single crest speed. One of the reviewers of this note

suggested the slowing breaker-front speed during break-

ing may be associated with a shift toward increasing

wavenumbers in the dissipation source term in the spec-

tral wave energy balance evolution equation. However,

it is also possible that the local breaking crest slowdown

[see (i)] could be playing a role in this spectral redis-

tribution. Further, there is no consensus on how the ob-

served changes associated with breaking in unidirectional,

waveguide-constrained, narrow bandwidth, frequency-

domain laboratory findings relate to changes associated

with breaking in themuch broader bandwidth, directional

ocean wave spectra. Given this lack of understanding of

the spectral impact of breaking in a broad bandwidth

ocean spectrum, a distinct advantage of the IVM ap-

proach is that it allows subsequent reshaping, via use of

a suitable filter window, of the spectral bandwidth of

breaking influence when transforming from c to k.

5. Sensitivity of L(cb) results to the IVM and VVM
approaches

Recent field measurements of ocean-breaking waves

were performed from the Research Platform (R/P)

Floating Instrument Platform (FLIP) in the SantaBarbara

Channel (hereafter SBC) and in the southeastern Pacific

Ocean near Hawaii (hereafter HI) during the Radiance

in a Dynamic Ocean (RaDyO) experiment (Zappa et al.
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2012). The SBC data comprised young seas [twenty-four

40-min records with mean wave age cp/u* 5 22.3 (range:

18.3–25)], with occasional breaking of the dominant

wind sea. The breaking waves in the HI data were

largely confined above the spectral peak as these wind

seas were close to full development [fourteen 40-min

records with mean wave age cp/u* 5 48.1 (range: 45–

51.7)]. We processed whitecap imagery using the ellipse

method (Gemmrich et al. 2008) according to both the

IVM and VVM approaches.

Figure 1 compares measured L(cb) spectral distribu-
tions for the HI (left) and SBC (right) datasets, using

both the IVM (black diamonds) and VVM (gray tri-

angles) approaches, as well as their ratios and their

corresponding scaled fifth moment rg21c5L(c), where
r is the water density. Note that the true dissipation rate

would require another scaling factor incorporating

a breaking strength coefficient b.

It is seen in Figs. 1a and 1b that the VVM approach

systematically reduces the L(cb) spectral density for the

faster-traveling breakers and increases the L(cb) spec-
tral density for the slower breakers. It is also seen that

the VVM approach necessarily steepens the slope of the

falloff in L(cb) for the longer, faster-moving breakers

and increases L(cb) for the slow-moving waves. To il-

lustrate the difference the methodology can make, for

the HI data in Fig. 1c, for the subrange 3.75# cp # 6.75,

the power-law exponent is 26.5 6 0.75 for IVM and

28.0 6 1.03 for VVM, where the uncertainty bounds

are 95% confidence intervals. Also, for these data, the

mean differences in the integrated L(cb) distributions

are less than63%.However, the integrated, scaled fifth-

moment spectral densities show a factor of 2.2 en-

hancement for the IVM approach relative to the VVM

approach. Finally, we point out that while the average

difference over the entire scaled fifth-moment spectrum

is only a factor of O(2), for the longest (fastest) waves

the difference is a factor of 4 and considerably higher

than this for the shortest waves. We note that the dif-

ferences reported here using the IVM and VVM

methods were for our two RaDyO project datasets.

Further differences are anticipated depending on the

bandwidth of the dataset as determined by the wind

speed, wave age, and the resolution capability of the

imaging methodology.

6. Discussion

Since P85 appeared, scatter in the published results

for L(c) [e.g., Fig. 1 in Kleiss and Melville (2010)], and

consequently the integrated breaking strength parame-

ter b, has not yet provided confidence in the applicability

of the P85 framework to natural-breaking wind waves in

the ocean. However, this perception may change with

the very recent results of Sutherland andMelville (2013)

based on infrared imagery, which have increased the

bandwidth of reliable kinematical and geometrical

breaking front measurements, extending the resolution

to include short-breaking wave scales that need not

break with air entrainment. These initial IR stereo re-

sults appear to support a more extensive equilibrium

range behavior. Nevertheless, uncertainty will persist

due to differences in the processing methodology, re-

inforcing the timeliness of revisiting key issues of the

seminal P85 framework using such exciting new data.

There are other key issues specifically concerned with

the kinematical aspects of the P85 framework that

warrant close scrutiny. The Duncan (1981) scaling that

underlies the P85 model prediction of the form of the

spectral energy dissipation rate « ; c25 has never been

verified in the field. Also, the predicted L(c) ; c26 de-

pendence in P85 is only observed over a subset of scales

that extend well into the fast c range very close to the

spectral peak. This is shifted considerably to faster wave

speeds above the nominal equilibrium range u* , c ,
0.7cp (Kleiss and Melville 2010) in the c domain. There

are also interesting implications for the breaking

strength coefficient b(c) in (1)–(2) needed to link the

kinematics to the energetics, as discussed in consider-

able detail by Romero et al. (2012) and Schwendeman

et al. (2014), among others. In this context, we point out

that the IVM and VVM approaches may also have

a significant influence on b(c). For the IVM, b(c) will be

constituted from breakers within the same bandwidth,

with comparable wave ages. In contrast, for the VVM

method, b(c) will be constituted from breakers from

a much broader bandwidth, ranging from smaller

wavenumbers of relatively older wave ages to higher

wavenumbers of younger wave ages. This smearing of

the spectral breaking strength in c space associated with

the VVM method appears to reduce the dynamic range

of the breaking strength coefficient b(c) irreversibly and

thereby diminish its utility. This perceived deficiency is

additional to precluding the use of the dispersion re-

lation to convert from c to k space described earlier.

Without reconciling the concerns raised in this note,

the P85 framework remains hypothetical and its validity

uncertain. Clearly, the traditional way forward is to in-

vestigate the P85 kinematical framework as it was de-

fined before concluding what aspects need further

refinement.

7. Concluding remarks

In the ongoing quest to provide unbiased validation of

the spectral breaking wave framework proposed by P85,
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FIG. 1. Spectral distributions of (a)L(cb) for the southeastern Pacific, (b)L(cb) for the SBC, (c)LIVM(cb)/LVVM(cb)

for the southeastern Pacific, (d) LIVM(cb)/LVVM(cb) for the SBC, (e) scaled fifth moment of L(cb) for the south-

eastern Pacific, and (f) scaled fifth moment of L(cb) for the SBC. The mean wave ageC/u* is 48.1 in the southeastern

Pacific with a dominant phase speed C of 13.4 6 0.5m s21. For the SBC, the mean wave age is 22.3 with C 5 7.0 6
1.3m s21. Black diamonds correspond to the IVM approach, and gray triangles correspond to the VVM approach.

Also, the cb
26 power-law falloff corresponding to the P85 equilibrium range model forL(cb) is shown as a dashed line

in (a) and (b).
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we advocate a consolidated effort in the data processing

strategies that conforms to the underlying assumptions of

the framework, at least until the applicability or otherwise

of this framework has been determined. Specifically, using

the initial breaking front velocity to characterize each

breaker is an explicit requirement for that framework.

We have shown that departing from the P85 spectral

framework by using a time-dependent breaker-front

speed instead of the fixed initial breaking front speed

redistributes the L(c) distribution to slower waves. For

our RaDyO datasets, the integrated fifth moment of

L(c) is reduced by a factor of 2.2 and its local fifth mo-

ment for these faster scales is reduced by up to a factor of

4 and up to a factor of 10 for slow-moving wave scales.

For the Hawaii dataset, we also found that the fitted

power-law exponent for the L(c) subrange toward the

faster-moving waves is reduced appreciably, indicatively

to 28 for the time-dependent L composition compared

with 26.5 from the initial speed L composition. The

consequences of these differences in measured L(c)
distributions highlighted here impact on the allied issue

of the associated spectral breaking strength coefficient

b(c) needed to relate the spectral kinematic breaking

front measurements to spectral breaking dissipation

rates. Irrespective of whether one is targeting b(c) or an

integrated value beff, the above differences found forL(c)
have a significant corresponding impact on the breaking

strength measures. While this note does not aim to re-

solve which approach is correct, nor place any restriction

on alternative definitions, it does highlight the need for

uniformity/consistency for evaluating the applicability of

the P85 framework. This need is emphasized by the very

recent availability of stereo IR breaking front spectral

data that show equilibrium range behavior over a signifi-

cantly broader spectral bandwidth.
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